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Increased chance of juvenile entrainment in to the Interior Delta DCC may be open up


to an 10 additional days Dec-Jan all years
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Modeled Old and Middle River flows (OMR flows) will be approximately 3,500 to 4,000


cfs more negative during April and May in wetter water year types with the elimination


of the I:E ratio.


OMR flows are modeled to not be positive at any time (monthly average/ exceedance


plots).


Clear Creek spawning and holding temperatures often exceeded management


approach not  current scientific standard.
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Modeled Old and Middle River flows (OMR flows) will be approximately 3,500 to 4,000


cfs more negative during April and May in wetter water year types without spring


protective measures.


OMR flows are modeled to not be positive at any time (monthly average/ exceedance


plots).
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The data plotted in the figures I sent earlier were derived by Miles Daniels at the


SWFSC, using the methods described by Reclamation in BA appendix d, modeling. Using


the methods described by Reclamation, Miles was able to generate the same model


results as what Reclamation has presented in the BA (although Reclamation presented


them by WYT not Tier). The Anderson (Hatch) and Martin (Emerge) results are based on


CalSim II modeling (82 year record), HEC5Q temperature modeling (same for both COS


and PA), and an averaged spatio-temporal distribution of WR redds (2007 - 2014).
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This is a look back at Tier performance since 1996
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These are three key project-related mechanisms of effects to salmonids in both the COS


and PA.   Our analysis shows some increases in effects, to one or more salmonid


species, for each of these mechanisms.


(Use the map to highlight two key routing junctions at DCC and HOR; also indicate area


of near-field vs. far-field effects.)
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This is the overarching conceptual model that the CAMT Salmonid Scoping Team used


to develop its report on what we know and don’t know about project-related effects on


salmonids in the South Delta.


It’s a lot easier to measure and model hydrodynamic changes than fish responses to


those changes, the goal of the CAMT SST report was to review evidence and clarify


mechanisms that could lead from hydrodynamic changes to biological responses in


behavior or survival.


The report focused on “behavior” in terms of migration rate and route, and on survival.
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These tables show results from the “Salvage Density model”, converted using the


standard loss multipliers to loss.  Because the model is based on historical salvage


records which assign race based on the length-at-date criteria, the SR-sized numbers


likely include a lot of non-genetic spring-run fish.  Based on a DWR report in 2013,


which found that 2% of SR-sized fish were genetic SR, we converted SR-sized fish to SR


(rough estimate).


SR: The migration timing of SR overlaps with the increased period of exports in April


and May, so we see effects to a significant proportion of the population.


Steelhead: As for SR, the most significant effects to steelhead occur in April and May.


This is the period of migration of steelhead from the SJR basin.  As Joe described as part


of our I&S, we are concerned about the overall level of loss throughout the year, but


the deepening of harm is most severe in the late spring.
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Routing and loss could be affected by PA, but not a high magnitude concern.
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